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FINGERSTYLE FUNK ROCK BASS
Q: DO YOU WANT TO LEARN TO CREATE YOUR OWN FUNK ROCK BASS LINES?
The funk rock crossover genre - as played by bands like The Chili Peppers, Audioslave,
Stone Temple Pilots, The Dave Mathews Group, Rage Against The Machine and Jane's
Addiction - is an exciting genre for bass players to play in.
Our lines can be rhythmically driving and melodically intense at the same time. And
no-one exemplifies this better than Flea the bass player with The Red Hot Chili Peppers.
Now Flea is one of the most documented bass players out there - the majority of his bass
lines have been transcribed and are available to buy in various commercial publications.
However, despite the vast majority of his discography being cheaply available in
transcription books, there has never been a detailed analysis and study of the elements
that make him one of the legends of electric bass.
Until now.
INTRODUCING FINGERSTYLE FUNK ROCK BASS - A UNIQUE, 12 LESSON
COURSE CONTAINING BOTH A DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE STYLISTIC DEVICES
OF POWERHOUSE BASS PLAYER FLEA AND IDEAS AND INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW
TO DEVELOP AND BUILD UPON THE FOUNDATIONS THAT FLEA HAS LAID

Fingerstyle Funk Rock Bass analyzes the bass lines Flea has created in what I consider
the golden period for the Chili Peppers (this is from 'One Hot Minute' through to 'I'm With
You.' ) These bass lines have been deconstructed and in the first three quarters of this
course you'll learn how to create bass lines in this style from the ground up in a highly
detailed and thorough step-by-step system. The last quarter of the course details ways to
build upon Flea's style and layer in elements from players like Pino Palladino, Muzz
Skillings, Tim Commerford, Stefan Lessard and others.
SO THIS COURSE ISN'T JUST ABOUT THE CHILI PEPPERS AND FLEA!
Flea IS the pioneering bass voice in Fingerstyle Funk Rock - but he's not the only voice
out there. And once you understand how Flea's bass style is constructed, you'll be able to
take the elements you like from his playing, mix it with the elements you like from other
players, and come up with a unique take on playing in contemporary rock.
Plus you'll be streets ahead of the majority of your contemporaries who are just pedalling
on root notes and think that funk rock is playing a vaguely 16th note rhythm. Instead YOU
will understand the principles that underlie this fusion of funk and rock.
And the main tool that we're going to look at in order to practice and assimilate these
principles is something I've called Deliberate Composition.
DELIBERATE COMPOSITION
Back in the day when I studied jazz improvisation I read someone define 'improvisation' as
'composition speeded up.'
And in the course of studying Deliberate Practice - and teaching a previous course,
Basslines 101 - I literally stumbled across a technique I've named Deliberate Compostion.
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This is a deliberate snail's pace composition of lines using the principles we'll be studying and it's a great way of not only applying these principles, but also of improving your bass
guitar ability level at the same time.
In the early lessons of the course there will be detailed instruction on how YOU can use
Deliberate Composition. And there will be several bass-less backing tracks in MP3 format
with the early lessons so that you can not only create some lines with Deliberate
Composition, but then play them in real time with authentic sounding backing tracks.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What Does Each Lesson Of Fingerstyle Funk Rock Contain?

The Fingerstyle Funk Rock Lesson
Pages
Each lesson is presented on its own
series of web pages in the Fingerstyle
Funk Rock membership area. All the
musical examples and illustrations are
both embedded into the lesson web
page AND are presented with a short
video clip so you can hear how it
sounds as you follow along with the
notation.

The Fingerstyle Funk Rock PDFS
Every lesson is also laid out in PDF
format as well - including all musical
examples written out in music notation
AND bass tab.

The Fingerstyle Funk Rock Musical
Examples Collected As A
Downloadable Video
Each musical example is presented in
video format on its appropriate lesson
page. To enable you to work away
from your computer, the musical
examples for each lessons are edited
together into a composite video that is
available to download.
The Fingerstyle Funk Rock Action
Plans and Case Studies
Each lesson concludes with an Action
Plan or Case Study. In the earlier
lessons of the course the Action Plans
details the methodology that you need
to perform in order to begin mastering
the topics from each lesson. The
Action Plan will be both goal oriented
and highly specific - so you will know
what you need to practice and just as
important, WHY you are practicing it.
IN later lessons of the course we move
to Case Studies which develop
Deliberate Compositions to song
simulations.

The Fingerstyle Funk Rock Audio
Files
The main method I recommend for
YOU to learn to apply the bass line
principles that I'm teaching is by using
Deliberate Composition. To give you
something to test your 'deliberate
compositions' against I'll be creating
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funk rock style backing tracks using a
program called Band In A Box.

THE COURSE SCHEDULE.
Each lesson will be delivered at ten day intervals.
Here's the detailed course schedule:
Lesson 1: Day 1 - A 16th Note Rhythmic Primer . Lesson 1 starts out looking at the
primary building block of Fingerstyle Funk Rock bass - that rhythmic block is rhythm.
There are a bunch of rhythms to assimilate as well as some chord progressions to play
them too.
Lesson 2: Day 11 - Adding Melodic Notes . In Lesson 2 you will start layering melodic
note choices to the rhythms that we looked at in Lesson 1. The note choices we're using
in Lesson 2 are the root and the octave and the 5th - and these note choices very much
hark back to Flea's early days as a predominantly slap bass player.
Lesson 3: Day 21 - Approach Notes . In Lesson 3 you're going to smooth out the 'spiky'
up-and-down combinations of root-5th-octave phrases with approach notes. We're going
to use the three differenent types of approach notes to layer into your Deliberate
Compositions and smooth the sound of your lines out.
Lesson 4: Day 31 - Expanding the Toolbox. In Lesson 4 you'll add some more devices to
your melodic and rhythmic libraries: you'll use ties to create some complex tied rhythms
and you'll add some simple scalar type patterns to your melodic choices to expand your
lines further.
Lesson 5: Day 41 - Left Hand Articulations . In Lesson 5 you're going to assimiate two
fretting hand techniques that Slap Bass players use all the time - and fingerstyle players
use much less. Those techniques are the Pull-Off and the Hammer-On.
Premium Students Only: For Premium Students there is an additional PDF lesson - this
Bonus Lesson was inspired by finding the elements of slap bass playing adapted by Flea
to Fingerstyle playing - and takes it to the nth degree. You'll learn how to take Slap 'tricks'
like machine gun triplets, open string hammers and so on and adapt them for Fingerstyle
playing.
Lesson 6: Day 51 - More Stylistic Devices . In Lesson 6 you're going to add some more
stylistic devices that can be found throughout Flea's discography - and really add colour
and flavour to your lines. These are ghosted notes, slides, and fills.
Lesson 7: Day 61 - The Upper Register . In Lesson 7 you're going to start exploring the
different ways that Flea uses the upper register in his bass lines to fill out the Chili
Peppers sparse Drums-Bass-Guitar sound.
Lesson 8: Day 71 - Advanced Techniques. In Lesson 8 you're going to look at some
advanced techniques that Flea uses to add colour to his lines: this includes playing double
and triple stops; playing in 7:8 time and playing the 16th note triplets
Premium Students Only: For Premium Students there is an additional PDF lesson - this
is a short study on how to develop a groove with subtle variations of rhythm, note
placement, and note choice.
Lesson 9: Day 81 - Bass Line Case Study - In Lesson 9 you're going to see how to do a
full analysis of a bass line. In high class bass lines there is an incredible amount of
information that you can isolate and take to your practice area ranging from rhythms to
groove ideas to fill ideas to chord progressions and more. The song being analysed in
Lesson 9 is You Oughta Know by Alanis Morisette. Once you understand how to conduct
this process, your CD collection will provide a musical resource of ideas for years to come.
Premium Students Only: For Premium Students there is an additional PDF - How To
Analyze Bass Lines - that was culled from the pages of my weekly magazine First Bass
And Beyond.
Lesson 10: Day 91 - Funk Rock Ideas from Pino Palladino . In Lesson 10 you'll build on
the platform that Flea has laid down using rhythmic and melodic vocabulary from the bass
lines of Pino Palladino. The lesson also includes full transcriptions for Pino's lines on Who
Did You Think I Was, Good Love Is On The Way, Wait Until Tomorrow and Give Blood.
Lesson 11: Day 101 - Funk Rock Ideas from Muzz Skillings . In Lesson 11 you're going to
add some ideas from Muzz Skillings - an incredibly underrated bass player. Muzz played
with Living Colour and to my mind really exemplifies the fusion of funk and rock. The
lesson also includes full transciptions for Muzz's lines on Cult Of Personality, Open Letter
To A Landlord and one more great Living Colour classic.
Lesson 12: Day 111 - Funk Rock Ideas from Tim Commerford, Stefan Lessard and
Others. In the final lesson of Fingerstyle Funk Rock I'll present 25 assorted grooves and
lines from players like Tim Commerford, Stefan Lessard, Rob DeLeo and others. Each of
the grooves will be transposed to C for comparitive analysis and will have a playalong
MP3, plus each of the grooves will also be filmed at performance temp and slowed down
tempo so you can see and hear how they should sound. Additionally, each of the grooves
will be analyzed with some notes on using the grooves!
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FEATURES OF THE COURSE
1.Written AND Audio Visual Learning
When learning new musical concepts, the combination of the written lesson with video
examples of all the musical clips gives you a complete understanding of the musical
concepts being taught and demonstrated. The PDF version allows you to zero in on
particular points and read and re-read them - and the Video Examples allows you to hear
the musical examples in context to complete your theoretical understanding.
2. All Musical Examples Demonstrated On The Video Clips
When you see musical examples notated out you can't always imagine how they're going
to sound. That's why every piece of musical notation in the Fingerstyle Funk Rock lessons
are played and embedded on the Lesson web pages.
3. Teaches A Complex Musical Style In Easily Absorbable, Simple Units
If you've ever listened to some of Flea's lines you might be concerned that his level of
playing is simply light years beyond YOUR current level. In Fingerstyle Funk Rock, the
elements of Flea's style are taken apart and presented in easy to absorb, and easy to
learn sections. Complex bass lines are created by combining and layering these distinct
elements on top of each other. And then you can develop them further with the material in
the last three lessons.
4. Action Plans/Case Studies For Each Lesson
Taking the learning from each lesson and implementing it is vital for a full understanding.
Detailed Action Plans systemize the implementing of the lesson material in step by step
fashion for the first few lessons....and then there are Case Studies for later lessons which
are a step by step guide to the process in Action.
5. Unique Compositional Exercises
The spontaneous creation of complex and emotionally satisfying bass lines is the goal of
most bass players. In Fingerstyle Funk Rockwe use a unique compositional exercise
called Deliberate Composition which will not only help you assimilate the different devices
taught in the lessons, but can be viewed as 'Spontaneous Composition In Slow Motion.'
Over time it will lead to the development of interesting spontaneous bass lines.
6. Musical Examples Presented In Notation And Tab
If you don't read music you might think that you won't have full access to the learning of
Fingerstyle Funk Rock. All musical examples are provided with both standard notation,
and tab - so that non-readers can follow along and benefit too.
7. Adding Left Hand Articulations
Flea's more complex lines are facilitated by his use of left hand articulations so that he can
play complex passages at fast tempos. We'll incorporate techniques Flea took from slap
bassing such as the pull-off and the hammer-on to create faster passages without over
stretching your current technique level.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------So, Who Shouldn't Join Fingerstyle Funk Rock? - If you're happy creating root note
oriented bass lines in a steady 8th note rhythm then you shouldn't join the Fingerstyle
Funk Rock course.
Who SHOULD Join Fingerstyle Funk Rock? - But if you want to play interesting and
cool bass lines that combine 16th note rhthms with an funk rock vibe then YOU should join
Fingerstyle Funk Rock.
How Much Time Will I Need To Practice On The Materials In The Course? There's no
right or wrong answer to this question. As a generalization, the maxim that the more time
you spend implementing something the better you'll get at it applies here. The more time
you spend creating lines with Deliberate Composition the sooner that learning will start
appearing in your spontaneous playing.
What Level Of Player Should Take Fingerstyle Funk Rock ? - Fingerstyle Funk Rock is
deliberately designed to be accessible to players who have been playing for a relatively
short length of time. Some basic theory knowledge is required - you'll need to know about
scale degrees (e.g. 5ths, 3rds, 6ths etc). And it will help if you know some basic chord
theory. But that's about it - the beauty of the Course is that it's been designed so that even
if you can't play 16th note lines at medium tempos and beyond - YOU can still create 8th
note based lines that you CAN play.
Interactivity - Fingerstyle Funk Rockis not designed as an Interactive Course in the way
that say my Protege Bass Program was. But you can always email me questions.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
"1. I don't read music...I'm worried that I won't be able to access the information"
. All the music examples are presented in notation AND tab, so non readers can access
the infomation. Additionally all the examples are played in the video portion of each lesson
so you can HEAR how it sounds too. And on the web page version of the lesson, the
video examples are directly adjacent to the notation/tab.
"2. Flea is a great player...but I don't want to sound like a Flea clone"
The first 9 lessons of the course deal with Flea's approach to Fingerstyle Funk Rock when you have mastered that, you can then use that as a platform to build from. Lessons
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10 to 12 will give you enough ideas and vocabulary to not only extend the platform that
you've built...but use the ideas as a template to continually develop and build on what
you've learned.
"3. I'm still a relative beginner and Flea plays some wickedly funklines - I don't think
I'm up to that...."
The Course is taught in a linear, simple to complex fashion. Even if some of the later
lessons are beyond your current technique levels - you can actually start working on them
as a way to develop your technique further.
"4. I'm a busy guy (or girl)...I'm not sure I have the time for a detailed tuition
program."
Although the Lessons are delivered at 10 day intervals you can take the course at your
own pace. Indeed, to apply the Action Plans for each lesson at the depth I suggest will
take most players longer than 10 days.
There's no imperative to study at the publication schedule.
"5. I know this is a non-interactive course...what if I have questions about the
course material?"
I'm always around to answer questions. All you need to do is drop me an email.
"6. My internet connection isn't the fastest...I'm concerned about being able to
'stream' the video portions of the course?"
YouTube provides the video bandwidth for Fingerstyle Funkn Rock. If you can happily
view YouTube videos on your computer (or iPhone/iPad), then you'll have no trouble
watching the video segments of the course. Additionally there is a downloadable video
that collects all the played examples for each lessons.
"7. I don't know a great deal about music theory - I'm concerned this will limit the
effectiveness of what's being taught?"
There is a minimum level of music theory required to successfully understand the course.
But it's very basic. If you know what a major third is, or a minor third, or a sixth, and
understand how to find them on your bass then your level of theory is probably good
enough to take the course. (If what I just said is meaningless jargon, then you need to
study some basic theory first).

Technical Details For Fingerstyle Funk Rock
Format: The course is Web Based - all you need is a reasonably fast internet connection
and an internet browser (though I DON'T recommend Internet Explorer). The PDF files
can be read (and printed out) in whatever PDF Reader you use - if you don't have one,
Adobe has a free downloadable reader available. The MP3 files can be loaded onto any
MP3 player - or burnt to CD.
Delivery: The first lesson will be available within 12 hours of enrolling. Subsequent
lessons will appear in the Members Area of Fingerstyle Funk Rock. The lesson schedule
is for delivery of new lessons at 10 Day intervals.
Payment Methods: All payments are via PayPal. If you don't have a PayPal account they
are extremely easy to set up and use - or you can pay securely by credit card.
Currency: All payments are in US Dollars. Paypal will convert the USD amount to your
own currency when you get your credit card statement. In some cases, depending on
where you're from, you may be able to see the conversion rate in your own currency
before you pay (this feature is not available for all currencies though).
Compatibility: All M4V files, MP3 files and PDF files are compatible for both Macs and
PCs. If you have any issues, don't hesitate to email me and I'll help you sort them out.

Support: If you're having trouble downloading the different parts of each lesson, or finding
software to open it, all you need to do is email me. I'll get back to you with answers and
help as soon as possible.

What If You Don't Get Value For Money?
There's only two things in life guaranteed - and that's death and taxes.
But I can offer a couple of guarantees of my own to add to those. The first guarantee is
that if you do nothing with the information I provide you, don't implement the step by step
action plans, don't use the bass less songs and create some deliberate compositions,
don't start applying the information to your bass, then I absolutely guarantee you that you
won't get any better at the bass guitar. And that your understanding of how to create bass
lines in a fingerstyle funk rock vein won't get any better.
The second guarantee is if you're unsure whether this material is for you then I can make
it as near to risk free as possible. If you find within 30 days of purchasing Fingerstyle Funk
Rock that this course is not for you, then simply drop me an email and I'll refund you
100%, no questions asked

THE $1,000,000 QUESTION: SO HOW MUCH DOES FINGERSTYLE FUNK ROCK
COST?
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FINGERSTYLE FUNK
ROCK eCOURSE

FINGERSTYLE FUNK
ROCK eCOURSE

STANDARD VERSION

PREMIUM VERSION

Fingerstyle Funk Rock - 12 x
Lessons in the Members Area of
CTDC

Fingerstyle Funk Rock - 13 x
Lessons in PDF format

Fingerstyle Funk Rock Composite
Videos
PREMIUM VERSION ONLY!
Applying Slap Bass Techniques
To Fingerstyle Playing - This PDF
takes a host of slap bass
techniques and applies them to
fingerstyle playing to help
facilitate the playing of faster and
more complex passages(Value
$30)
Detailed Video Tutorials and
PDFs for bass lines to 3 Flea
Songs songs. (value $30) .
Deliberate Composition PDF- this
20 page introduction to Deliberate
Composition will get you started
with this incredibly powerful
technique - (this bonus goes live
with Lesson 3 - value $37)
How To Vary A Groove PDF - this
PDF lesson looks at some simple
techniques that will allow you to
create groove variations with
simple techniques like octave
displacement, rhythmic
displacement and melodic
displacement (value - $30)
Subscription to my weekly
magazine First Bass And Beyond
for the duration of this run of
Fingerstyle Funk Bass Lines approximately 18 issues (value
$80)
Analyzing Bass Lines PDF - this
is a 67 page PDF that collates 8
tutorial columns from the pages
of First Bass And Beyond. Value
$27)
Lifetime Updates And Access
(value $125) - As I transcribe
more fingerstyle funk rock
basslines existing lessons will be
updated and new lessons may be
created).
Price

$327

Note: All prices are in US dollars

Payment And Lesson Delivery
Securing your spot is as simple as clicking on the 'Paypal' button below and doing your
thang(1.1.15 PLEASE NOTE THAT WHILST I AM WORKING OUT HOW TO FULLY
COMPLY WITH THE NEW EU VAT REGULATIONS THAT THIS OFFER IS ONLY OPEN
TO PEOPLE FROM OUTSIDE THE EU OR IN THE UK.)::
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Important Instruction
After making your Course payment you will be redirected to a Thank You Page. You need
to enter your name and email address on this page to be notified when new lessons go
live in the Members Area. I have to manually add you to the members area of the Course
Site itself - so there will be a delay between your payment and doing this. But it will be 12
hours at most.
Lesson 1 Starts Within 12 Hours....
The first lesson will be available in the members area as soon as you get your Log On
details and go to the Course Website and log on. Subsequent lessons go live in the
members area at 10 day intervals.
The Bonus Materials WON'T be delivered until after Day 30.
If You've Still Got Any Questions?
If you've still got questions then use the Contact Form and let me know. I'll reply as soon
as I can - usually within 12-24 hours. If it's any longer than that then I probably haven't got
your email.

Paul Wolfe, London, March 2013
PS You CAN take the elements of bass playing that Flea (and others) use and apply them
to your own bass playing. The sooner you start learning these elements, the sooner you
can implement them in your own funk rock bass lines.
And remember you're covered by a 30 Day No Questions Asked Guarantee - so trying out
the course is a no-brainer. If the course doesn't work for you for whatever the reason,
simply drop me an email within 30 days of purchase and I'll refund your money without
question.
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